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Jailbreak Russia

You have to play the character Stickman. Your task is to find two successful ways to escape from a Russian prison.

You have to play the character Stickman. Your task is to find two successful ways to escape from a Russian prison.

On the way, you will meet opponents who will do everything possible so that you can not escape from prison.

The game will see many different stereotypes associated with Russia. In the Russian Federation you can always see a bear, a
nesting doll, a balalaika, vodka and many other stereotyped objects. It coincided that the game came out 2 days before the

election of the Russian president.

We all know who will become president of Russia in 2018, is not it?
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Samovar, gas, oil, rockets, this stereotyped list can be continued indefinitely. Oh, let's write a couple more: Chiki-briks and the
ladies!

In the game you can play Russian roulette, see cartoon characters from the Soviet Union. Putin, Lenin and Trump will be in the
game! Politics, the White House and the Kremlin will blow up your brain!

Interesting interactive sketches, animation will raise the mood of people from all over the world!

Brew the samovar, put on your boots and play the game under the Russian accordion!
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goodass deckbuilder. too greedy,all about the cash,game is slow boring and just terrible!. I liked this expansion pack. It has a lot
of fun animals, buildings, and decorations.

My only complaint is the maps. There are not very many of them and they all have challenging weather which can be a hastle
(especially if you are trying to keep plants alive). Most maps do not have a lot of precipitation which means the gardener
constantly needs to water them (and he doesn't do a good job). They are also either really hot or really cold. My plants always
end up dying.

The expansions for WLP2 don't tie together very well. For example, if I wanted to play Farm World, I could still get the Crazy
Zoo animals, but thats it. None of the plants, buildings, or decorations would transfer to the other expansion, which is kind of
annoying.

Also the icon is a creepy looking clown.. So far I like it. Trying to come up with combinations of parts to make a vehicle to
complete the missions is fun and often rather challenging. The lights do help on some levels to see things that are hidden in the
dark :) And rockets can just be plain awesome!

Honestly I've actually spent more time just doing bizarre combinations of parts making crazy vehicles than seriously trying to
complete the levels so far.......

If you like building things and solving puzzles then this should be a good way to do both.
. Do you want to shoot snowballs at bratty kids? Are you feeling like the grinch who stole Christmas? Then you might be
interested in this GAZE stand still\/seated wave shooter. But nobody wants a stand still gaze shooting wave shooter, right? So
why am I saying YES on the recommendation?

Well for starters, It's currenly on sale for only .98 cents. Secondly, it has really cool wintery effects, powerups, and strategy
involved. It's very easy to run out of ammo, so you have to shoot the bells to get more snowballs. Also, there's powerups you can
shoot to even the odds. There's several types of kids who behave differently. There's flying kids, fat kids, kids who hide behind
cover. You have to dodge the snowballs coming at you and also prevent the kids from walking up to you. When you get hit by a
snowball, your vision decreases. When a storm hits, the kids can hide more easily.

The big minus on this game is that shooting\/aiming feels awful for the most part. It's gaze aiming and it just never feels right or
like it follows the laws of physics. It would have been awesome if we manually aimed this snowball gun\/cannon with our
motion controllers or if we just threw these snowballs by hand. But if you can overlook that mechanic, there's a fun shooter to
be had with lots going on to amp up the challenge.

I had my .98 cents of fun already. I was feeling like Scrooge when I bought this game, thinking I would never like it. But the .98
cents sale price convinced me to go ahead and take a chance. I mean with such a low price, you can stop playing at 10 minutes
and not feel ripped off. But this game endup up being probably the best gaze wave shooter out there. There's a lot going on to
keep the game fresh, it's not just endless waves. Each wave adds a wrinkle, a fun wrinkle.

I can definitely recommend this game, even at normal price. Did I mention you get to hit bratty kids with snowballs? Oh yeah,
that definitely fills a niche in VR.

Rating 6\/10. I think the game has a good premise for a story and the mechanic is an old and fun one but the way the game
currently controls and how janky it plays makes the game frustrating more than fun.

I dont know if this is exclusivly me but the issues i had were:
1. Unresponisve controls. (sometimes it changes colors when you want it to sometimes it wont.)
2. Akward camera. ( hard to see what is coming up sometimes and thats important in a game where you need to know whats
going to happen in 2 seconds.)
3. level select glitch. (might have been exclusive to me but for every level i had to enter the world level selector then leave and
re enter it every single time.)
4. very slow "fast-pasted" action. ( Since the controls are as funky as they are the levels feel more like a drag rather than the
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smooth and quick pace i presume the designer is going for.)

So currently not worth getting maybe if things get patched it might be worth the buy but otherwise boring and irritating
platformer as is.. (not native speaker here)

While not being a AAA game, it's at least a AA game : the graphics are still clean for today (2019), the feeling of the gameplay
is flawless while not revolutioning anything, the campagne is really enjoyable with cool cinematics while not being top notch.
The multiplayer is really cool while being almost dead to this date (don't take DLC's, there is nobody to play them, but classics
maps are still played and the Horde mode is fun as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665). Seriously, it's a shame that Dawn Of War 3
failed that hard and Relic said they will focus from now on on Ages Of Empire 4 (still a good news tho) but we need a Space
Marine 2 ! There are a lots of good Games Workshop video games, but they are for the vast majority little productions with
meh to bad quality... Space Marine is for me the only game with DoW 1 close to a triple A in the GW universe. go for it, it cost
nothing today and is enjoyable for what it is !. Worth a single play-through, at a < $1 price point for about an hour of fun. You
should also like text-based multiple choice games. An interest in history helps, as each turn represents a real-world month and
you're presented with a factoid culled from that month's 1960's French history.

I got through the entire story on my first try, by picking the best long-term choices (i.e. the ones that gave me the highest
aggregate point total) rather than worrying about one stat getting too high or too low. However, the game becomes more
punishing every year, to the point where your last few months are spent in a desperate attempt not to fall too low in any one stat,
leading to choices that fix short-tern problems but inevitably doom you....much like real life.. Oh boy, this game knows how to
make its player's salty - and that's not a bad thing.
I finished this game in about 5.5 hours, but you could pretty easily do it in one sitting if you really know what you're doing.
The character design is extremely charming, and despite the simple style and 'story', it still allows for dynamic and different
characters.

There are some translation issues (the game was originally in Indo.), but this is commonplace for translated indie games. It's not
an issue and overall does not impede understanding or gameplay.

Overall, the game takes a simple mechanic a long way, and it's way more than meets they eye. It's saddening that there is not a
larger fanbase for this game! Easy way to lose some time; and yes, it is possible to get every achievement.

Totally recommended!

edit: good lord, please, for your own sake, WEAR HEADPHONE WHILE PLAYING THIS GAME.. this makes me feel all
kinds of warmfuzzyweird pseudonostalgic feelings and while it's difficult it's probably the most *accessible* RSG release thus
far.

The music's pretty good, too. \u2665
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Pretty cute. I thought I would prefer the aesthetic pack but really I found the animals far more interesting. I now have two
gazelles on my desktop. Their names are Bob and Charlotte. I love Bob and Charlotte.. Very challenging competetitive game..
worth a buy best fps trainer i have used so far, also fun which is different as it challenges you, easy at first but gets harder the
more you progress , if you want to improve on pubg csgo rainbow ect this will help you improve on your weaknesses in any fps
shooter.

EDIT: 1 one thing that is needed is a lean mechanic like pubg or r6.. I play this game every once in a while because i like the
simplicity of it.
However, after downloading and installing this game again, a few days ago (and today), the only thing i get out of this game is a
virus alert from my anti-virus saying that my laptop is infected. I get this message right after i try starting the game. The game
itself crashes right after starting it. I only get the virus.

Update 2017-09-26:
I did not get a virus warning this time.
...the game does crash alot, even after reinstalling windows.. This game has a killer concept but there are a few major issues I
encountered while playing for about a half hour. Namely, the incredibly wonky way some of the hands hit the balls. Other than
the Midas ones. Otherwise, in the mini-game, the ball basically continually rolls along the walls of the tube. In the "classic"
mode, It's not necessarily a terrible thing, but the way this game feels, lining up a punch and watching the ball go careening off
20 degrees to the side reminds me of miscueuing while shooting billiards. Anyone who's ever done so knows that it's jarring and
unpleasant, and it feels like a rogue element betwen you and your goal. The difference is, in billiards, you can chalk the stick
and then make sure you make solid contact, and it won't happen again. In this game there's no rectifying it, so it feels sort of
distracting and disorienting.

Speaking of disorienting, the punch effects are amusing but maybe they should only pop on every 7th or 8th hit. With the
boxing gloves I was basically blind when one of the yellow multi-balls popped up. Again, I'm not trying to suggest how one
would optimize this game for competitive play or anything, but it significantly deducts from the initial feeling of precision and
timing you need to play. Without a 10x multiplier the leaderboard is just for show, though right now I somehow made it on
there.

The game randomly spawns targets in every direction, which, if you have a Vive, you might already know this can be
troublesome. If you don't pay attention, in one round you could end up spinning around enough to seriously wind your cables.
Not to mention whipping around 180 degrees for those of us with the old 3-in-1 cable for your HMD. it's noticably cumbersome
and tends to gently yank on your HMD when you spin around. Combined with trying to dodge the cable as you twirl about your
play space, this is stressful. But I like the idea of a 360 degree playfield and mine is a minor gripe at best.

It looks great, however, and on my system (6600k and 1080) it runs very well aside from crashing when I try to go to the menu.
It doesn't take long to load, at all, though, so for right now I hope it's fixed but it's hardly a massive inconvenience.
I can see this game becoming really fun with some fine-tuning here and there, overall though I'd say it's about a $5 title right
now.
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